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ABSTRACT.
We show that uniqueness holds for Haar series which satisfy a certain pointwise growth condition on a certain countable set.
It was previously held that this growth condition had to hold at every point in the interval [0, l] .
The purpose of this paper is to correct a long-standing misconception (see [l] , [2] and [4] ). In particular, we obtain the following result as a corollary to Theorem 2: Theorem 1. Suppose that S(x) = S?°_0zz, Xl(x) is a Haar series which Suppose further that for some countable subset we apply this lemma three times to find integers z'", kQ such that (6) holds and such that Zj 4 A*(z'q, k^) C A(z' kA. Now by Lemma 2 there are integers z'j, kl suchthat (7) and (2) 
